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Abstract. Recently, the number of cases of distributing malicious codes by exploiting home-
pages that provide an image search continues to increase, and malicious codes distributed
through homepages are causing personal information infringement accidents and DDoS attacks.
Due to the malware spread through web pages, privacy theft and infringement are getting serious
and DoS attacks happen frequently. Distribution patterns of hidden malicious codes on the image
search website were collected, and patterns of collected malicious codes and malicious scripts
were analyzed. We have analyzed the malicious samples and derived some additional distribu-
tion patterns of web-based malware. Similar patterns are grouped together and a representative
feature is then extracted from each group. Each category of the malicious samples contains
malicious script codes and their variants. We have implemented a system to automatically detect
malicious web sites using the malicious script patterns. The proposed malicious script pattern is
expected to be available for the zero-day attacks. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in
part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.31.3
.033046]
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1 Introduction

The personal information breach and DDos attack, stealing personal information after infecting
a user’s PC via malicious code, are recently on the rise. Among various routes of the infection,
distributing malicious codes after exploiting the vulnerabilities of websites and user PCs is
constantly growing.1 There are two types of infectious websites containing malicious code: one
is a distribution site that conceals malicious code in it, and the other is an intermediate site that
automatically connects a PC to a distribution site through an address implanted in the code.
Hackers open up a distribution site containing malicious code, hack an intermediate site, and
insert the URL of the distribution site. As such, any visitor to an intermediate site would be
unwittingly induced to a distribution site and have his/her PC infected with malicious code.
Moreover, high-traffic websites, such as portals, blogs, or bulletin boards, become the target of
hackers. Thus, detecting malicious code is getting more difficult as hackers obfuscate such code
before implanting on the target websites.2 The methods of detecting hidden malicious codes on a
website can be categorized into two. The first one is the signature-based detection method, which
intends to check where malicious code is inserted in the source code of a website.3 It shows a
fast-detection speed but lower detection performance in the face of a zero-day attack. The second
one is the behavior-based detection method, which is designed to detect malicious code by
accessing a website and tracking status changes, such as the modulation of a visitor’s PC files
or the execution of malicious code for detection.4 It manifests slow detection speed but shows
high detection performance for a zero-day attack. This paper proposes a new detection method,
which is distinguished from the existing methods, to check the obfuscation of malicious web
page scripts for a pattern of detection.5 It is designed to extract the patterns of malicious dis-
tribution by analyzing malicious scripts distributed via web pages.6 As the extracted patterns
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are registered and checked in detection rules, the method maintains the speed of the signature-
based detection. It can also detect a zero-day attack.7 Research on pattern and technology trends
of distribution of malicious codes. Through this process, it presents trends of changes in patterns
of distribution of malicious code and predicted trends in the future through analysis of patterns of
distribution of new malicious codes. Based on collected distribution patterns, it analyzes vulner-
ability types and patterns and develops detection algorithms and similarity comparison algo-
rithms by distribution patterns of malicious codes.8 It is going to develop automated modules
that analyze patterns of distribution of malicious codes by applying developed algorithms.9 In
this paper, we compared three recent methods for detecting malicious codes on image providing
websites. We compared the signature-based detection method, the behavior-based detection
method, and the script pattern-based detection method. The purpose of this paper is to efficiently
detect malicious codes that target image providing sites.10 The limitation of this paper is that it is
difficult to collect various malicious code scripts.11 Moreover, this paper consists of five sections.
Section 2 describes the security vulnerabilities of web application and the distribution paths of
malicious code in the existing study and provides the analysis and classification of the study on
website detection methods. Meanwhile, Section 3 demonstrates the analysis of distribution pat-
terns in malicious scripts and describes the website detection method. Section 4 explains the
experiment conducted based on the proposed method and its results. Lastly, Section 5 shows
the conclusion of this paper.

2 Existing Study

2.1 Security Vulnerabilities of Web Application

Hackers exploit the vulnerabilities of a web application to conceal malicious code within web
pages used as an intermediate site for distribution and spreading of malicious code.12 Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) defines the security vulnerabilities of a web application
targeted by hackers, as indicated in Table 1.

2.2 Paths of Malicious Code Distribution

There are two main paths where PCs of Internet users get infected with malicious code: one is via
a distribution site hiding malicious code in it, and the other is via an intermediate site concealing

Table 1 Web application security vulnerability and response method.

Security vulnerability Response method

Cross-site scripting Standard validation of input values, encrypting output values

Injection vulnerability Parameterized query language, object relationship mapping

Remote file execution Network independent configuration, design phase verification technique

Unstable direct object reference Indirect reference map, allowing direct reference after authorization

Cross-site request modulation Separate authentication mechanism, a POST request method

Information leakage and
improper error handling

Restricting disclosure of error information, disabling error information
disclosure function

Vulnerable authentication and
session management

Single authentication mechanism, separate session management
mechanism

Unstable encryption storage Proven cryptographic algorithm implementation, secure encryption key
management

Unstable communication SSL

Failure to restrict URL access Implementing access metric
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executable code redirecting a page automatically to a distribution site. Figure 1 shows an inter-
mediate section and a distribution section used in the distribution of malicious code on web
pages.13

• Initial intermediate site (landing site): An initial intermediate site is the first web page
that induces Internet users to a malicious distribution site and serves as a gateway as well.
In general, high-traffic Internet portals and blogs providing information on social issues
can be exploited as an initial intermediate site. The users are redirected to a malicious site
by implanted iframe codes connecting to an assigned web page or links of key words for
social issues.

• In-between intermediate site (hopping site): An in-between intermediate site serves simply
as a medium to send users from the initial intermediate site or a previous intermediate site
to the next intermediate site. Therefore, poorly managed web pages, instead of high-traffic
web pages dealing with social issues, are more likely to be exploited as intermediate sites.
Moreover, codes connecting a page to an assigned web page, such as iframe, are usually
inserted.

• Final intermediate site (exploit site): Just like other in-between intermediate sites, poorly
managed websites are used as a final intermediate site. Their role is simply more than a
medium as they exploit malicious script attacking the vulnerabilities of a PC, and an appli-
cation is implanted. In this paper, we analyze the distribution patterns of exploit malicious
scripts and use them in detecting web pages that distribute malicious code.

• Distribution site: A malicious distribution site is a web page infecting user PCs with mali-
cious code, and it is either a website run directly by a hacker or a hacked website being
exploited. They do not have any malicious code implanted to get involved in distribution,
but rather automatically installs another type of malicious code without the consent of
users during access.14

2.3 Malicious Code Detection System

Google Safe Browsing, MS HoneyMonkey, and UW Spycrawler are the representative malicious
code detection systems overseas. They are intended to detect a malicious distribution site, a
malicious zero-day attack, a spyware website, and others.15

• Google Safe Browsing: Google Safe Browsing provides the security of visiting websites
by sending a blacklist of collected distribution sites every 30 min to the user’s web browser.
If a user accesses a malicious distribution site, it would display an alert to the user and
share the issues of the website.16 Figure 2 shows the process of Google’s detection and
analysis of malicious distribution sites. The automated detection and analysis consist of
three steps: a suspected URL identification step, a suspected URL verification step, and a
risk rating-based URL collection step. First, the system identifies URLs distributing mali-
cious code by crawling a website. Second, it uses a virtual machine’s Internet explorer and

Fig. 1 Malicious code distribution routes.
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records the status changes of the suspected URL’s HTTP and the machine to verify the
cause of the vulnerabilities of the web browser. Third and last, it registers the URL to the
blacklist if it is malicious. Google Safe Browsing is a blocklist service provided by Google
that provides lists of URLs for web resources that contain malware or phishing content.
The Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Vivaldi, and GNOME Web browsers use the lists
from the Google Safe Browsing service for checking pages against potential threats.17

Google also provides a public API for the service. Google also provides information
to Internet service providers, by sending e-mail alerts to autonomous system operators
regarding threats hosted on their networks.18 According to Google, as of September
2017, over 3 billion Internet devices are protected by this service.19

• MS’s HoneyMonkey: MS HoneyMonkey detects attacks toward the client in Window and
Internet explorer environments by monitoring files, registries, and processes of the virtual
machines accessed to malicious distribution sites. To identify a zero-day attack, it confirms
a downloaded malicious code by crawling the distribution site via a low security-patch web
browser and then verifying whether the attack can be defended with available security
patches by increasing the level of a security patch of the web browser one by one.20

Then, the attack would be categorized as a high-risk zero-day attack if the security patches
cannot block it. As shown in Fig. 3, HoneyMonkey analyzes a web browser’s process and
network packets using Browser Helper Object in a virtual environment. It monitors
changes in executable files, processes, registries, and reassigned URLs within the web
browser’s sandbox to identify a distribution site. Once a distribution site is confirmed,
HoneyMonkey takes three-step actions to check on a zero-day attack. First, it identifies
a malicious distribution site by accessing it via a web browser without any security patch
installed. Second, it defines the risk rating after analyzing the number and relevance of
redirect-URL on the identified distribution site. Third and last, it checks the existence
of a zero-day attack by accessing the malicious distribution site via a web browser with
a security patch installed.21 HoneyMonkey, short for Strider HoneyMonkey Exploit
Detection System, is a Microsoft Research honeypot. The implementation uses a network
of computers to crawl the World Wide Web searching for websites that use browser
exploits to install malware on the HoneyMonkey computer.22

Fig. 2 Google’s Safe Browsing malicious code detection system.

Fig. 3 MS’s HoneyMonkey malicious detection system.
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A snapshot of the memory, executables, and registry of the honeypot computer is
recorded before crawling a site.23 After visiting the site, the state of memory, executables,
and registry is recorded and compared with the previous snapshot.24 The changes are ana-
lyzed to determine if the visited site installed any malware onto the client honeypot com-
puter. HoneyMonkey is based on the honeypot concept, with the difference that it actively
seeks websites that try to exploit it.25

• The University of Washington Spycrawler (UW Spycrawler): The University of
Washington proposed three-step detection methods to conduct research on spyware via
website crawling. First, the system detects all executable files of a website with the
assumption that all of them are likely to be malicious. Second, it performs a behavior-based
detection by downloading and executing all the executable files on the web using a virtual
machine. Third and last, it analyzes logs to detect the malicious behaviors of spyware, such
as Piggy-back and Drive-by download. The University of Washington performed the
research on Spycrawler to detect website links where spyware is executed.26 The
Spycrawler developed at the University of Washington is yet another browser-based
(Mozilla) high interaction client honeypot developed by Moshchuk et al. in 2005. This
client honeypot is not available for download. The Spycrawler is state based and detects
attacks on clients by monitoring files, processes, registry, and browser crashes.
Spycrawlers detection mechanism is event based. Further, it increases the passage of time
of the virtual machine the Spycrawler is operating in to overcome (or rather reduce the
impact of) time bombs.19

Table 2 shows the comparison of malicious code detection methods between Google, MS,
and University of Washington. It indicates that behavior-based detection has low detection
performance.

3 Proposed Method of Malicious Script Pattern Analysis

If a website is hacked and the update file is forged, all user PCs that download the file will be
infected with malware. For this reason, real-time checking is essential for forgery detection. As
shown in Fig. 4, the website sensor network detects update file forgery in the following manner:
The website operator registers the update file on the inspection server before distributing it to the
users. It is important for the website operator to register the update file and then distribute it to the
users. Forgery detection of update files is performed in real time by comparing the hash value of
the update file on the website with the registered hash value.

Table 2 Malicious code detection method comparison.

Function Safe-browsing HoneyMonkey Spycrawler

Detection
goal

Provides website security
by securing malicious
distribution sites

Provides a security patch
to detect zero-day attacks

Detects spyware

Detection
method

Signature-based Behavior-based Behavior-based

Detection
stages

• Identifies a malicious
code distribution site

• Identifies a malicious code
distribution site

• Identifies an execution file

• Analyzes behaviors • Analyzes behaviors • Analyzes activities

• Verifies risk ratings • Verifies a zero-day attack • Verifies advertisement
websites

Detection
performance

Has high detection speed Has low detection speed • Has low detection speed

Zero-day
detection

Has low detection speed Has high detection speed • Has high detection speed
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In addition to the existing signature-based analysis and behavior-based analysis, this paper
proposes a pattern analysis method of a malicious script to verify malicious distribution sites,
which can provide a good detection speed and scalability to the zero-day attack detection.

3.1 Analyzing Malicious Script Distribution Patterns

We analyzed malicious script distribution patterns by crawling 500 websites locally and abroad,
confirmed as malicious distribution sites, to provide the analysis of malicious script patterns. As
a result, 95% of them use a form of web scripts, and the remaining 5% have scripts inserted in
multimedia files. The analyzed patterns of distribution are listed in Table 3.

In addition to the existing signature-based analysis and behavior-based analysis, this paper
proposes a pattern analysis method of a malicious script to verify malicious distribution sites,
which can provide a good detection speed and scalability to the zero-day attack detection.

Fig. 4 Architecture to check for update file forgery.

Table 3 Analysis results on the distribution pattern of malicious
scripts.

Analysis item Use Not used Total

Script 470 URLs (94%) 30 URLs (6%) 500 URLs (100%)

Code obfuscation 315 URLs (63%) 185 URLs (37%) 500 URLs (100%)

document.write() 240 URLs (48%) 235 URLs (52%) 500 URLs (100%)

External link 165 URLs (33%) 335 URLs (67%) 500 URLs (100%)

URL encoding 70 URLs (14%) 430 URLs (86%) 500 URLs (100%)
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• Script: Scripts were generally used to conceal malicious code. Based on our analysis, 94%
of the websites exploited scripts. For the type of scripts, 49% were in javascript, followed
by script by 20%, and vbscript by 17%.

• Obfuscation code: Malicious script code is usually obfuscated or modified to be hidden
because it can be detected as a signature-based detection method. Based on our analysis,
63% of the scripts were obfuscated.

• document.write() function : It is commonly reported that the document.write() function is
used in malicious scripts because it can constitute internal contents when a web browser
shows a web page to a user. Thus, it is possible to separate or conceal malicious code in the
function and then combine it later when a web page is displayed. Based on our analysis,
48% of the scripts used the document.write() function.

• External link: External links play the most critical role as they have users to access a dis-
tribution site from an intermediate site. Based on our analysis, 33% of concealed malicious
codes are in external links.

• URL encoding: URL encoding was used to convert distribution URLs to an unrecogniz-
able form to avoid detection. It accounts for 14% in our analysis.

Table 4 shows 10 detection algorithms used in the detection of malicious script patterns. The
first and second are the algorithms detecting the encoding and obfuscation of large-scale char-
acter strings. The third pattern is used in obfuscating malicious script when a web page source
code is dissembled and reassembled. The fourth pattern of eval function is used in obfuscation to
change character strings expressed in formula into numbers. The fifth pattern is derived because
special characters and symbols are frequently used within script tags in case the source is
encoded or obfuscated. The encoding method of us-ascii and jscript.encode in the sixth pattern
is added because it is not used in normal web pages and is frequently used in a malicious script.
The seventh pattern is the case where a file is called in for the distribution of malicious code as if
a multimedia file is called in. The eighth and ninth patterns are to detect the cases where an exe
executable file and a web shell script are used in a malicious exploit file. The 10th pattern is to
detect the case where a malicious distribution file is secretly called in using the img tag, which
shows an image file.

3.2 Proposed Detection Method Based on Malicious Script Pattern

The malicious script distribution patterns proposed in this paper can also be detected on normal
web pages. Therefore, it is hard to say a web page is exploited as an intermediate/distribution site
even if a pattern is detected. However, the web pages showing such patterns can be categorized as

Table 4 Malicious script detection algorithm.

Malicious script distribution pattern Detection algorithm

1 User-defined string processing function function

2 Large-scale string processing function unescape, replace, split, fromCharCode

3 Simple string iteration +\“,&\”,+\‘,&\’,\“+,\”&,\‘+,\’&

4 Eval function eval

5 Large-scale special character #, $, %, ^, &

6 us-ascii, jscript.encode encoding function us-ascii, jscript.encode

7 Web pages containing multimedia jpg, gif, swf, wav

8 Web pages containing execution files exe

9 Shell script Shell.Run, ShellExecute

10 img tag abnormal width and height values width < 4, height < 4
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suspected web pages. Moreover, the importance would be used to improve certainty. In this
proposal, we calculated the importance based on the frequency of malicious script patterns used
on normal web pages to provide the level of suspicion quantitatively.

Step 1: We used 1000 normal web pages for the detection algorithms to calculate the impor-
tance. If the detection rates are also high on normal web pages, the importance would be
lower in calculation to improve the accuracy of detection:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;390Importance ¼ 1 −
number of detected web pages

number of total white list
: (1)

Step 2: We can detect many types of malicious distribution patterns from most of the malicious
web pages. The final “risk score” of a web page is calculated based on the detection result
value and the importance of malicious script distribution algorithms is the number of mali-
cious script distribution pattern algorithms used, is an index number of algorithm, and indi-
cates importance and detection result value, respectively:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;288Score ¼
Xmax

1≤K≤n
ðik × vkÞ: (2)

Table 5 shows the importance calculated after measuring the false positive detection rate of
each malicious script distribution algorithm based on a roughly 100K white list provided by the
Korea Internet and Security Agency. The first, fifth, and seventh algorithms show low impor-
tance because of the high false-positive detection rate. The low importance indicates that the
algorithm using the relevant distribution patterns are actively used in normal web pages as well.
The proposed method is effective because it detects with a script pattern, the algorithm complex-
ity is low, and the load on memory is small.

3.3 Cyber Training Education

Cyber training education is possible through detection through malicious script patterns pre-
sented in this paper. Attackers can provide training for hacking through malicious script patterns.
On the contrary, defenders can train to detect hacking attacks using malicious scripts. Hacking
attacks on mutual websites and battles for hacking detection are possible. These exercises allow
high levels of cyber training.

Table 5 Calculation of importance.

Malicious script distribution pattern

Detection

Importance
False-positive
detection rate

Number of
detected cases

1 User-defined string processing function 27.9% 27,900 72.1

2 Large-scale string processing function 3.3% 3300 96.7

3 Simple string iteration 3.7% 3700 96.3

4 Eval function 10.4% 10,400 89.6

5 Large-scale special character 21.0% 21,000 79.0

6 us-ascii, jscript.encode encoding function 0.1% 100 0

7 Web pages containing multimedia 0% 0 100

8 Web pages containing execution files 1.5% 1500 98.5

9 Shell script 0% 0 100

10 img tag abnormal width and height values 19.4% 19,400 80.6
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4 Experiment

As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed detection method based on a malicious script distribution
pattern is intended to collect information from websites, match distribution patterns, and detect
the malicious distribution and intermediate sites.

It is designed to respond to a zero-day attack by constantly adding malicious distribution
patterns through new analysis on distribution patterns. Static analysis of the detection system
involves collecting a website to be checked by using a crawler, which is a collection tool, and
checking the website source code for malicious scripts using anomaly detection patterns. The
anomaly detection patterns check the website sources for two types of anomalies, which are
website links for spreading malware and malicious scripts for attacking a PC’s vulnerabilities.
For this reason, it is important to collect and analyze as many cases of malware as possible and
register them as detection patterns to detect them when they are concealed in the detection system.

The experiment on the proposed detection method was conducted using algorithms extracted
from 500 samples of malicious distribution and hopping sites revealed by Google and MS. The

Fig. 5 Detection system based on a malicious script distribution pattern.

Table 6 Malicious script detection algorithm.

Malicious script distribution pattern

Detection Nondetection

Weight
Detection

rate

Number
of

detected
cases

Non-
detection

rate

Number of
undetected

cases

1 User-defined string processing function 88.8% 178 11.2% 22 0.03

2 Large-scale string processing function 89.4% 161 10.6% 19 0.12

3 Simple string iteration 88.3% 132 11.7% 58 0.12

4 Eval function 100.0% 100 0.0% 0 0.10

5 Large-scale special character 98.0% 196 2.0% 4 0.03

6 us-ascii, jscript.encode encoding function 100.0% 20 0.0% 0 0.15

7 Web pages containing multimedia 97.6% 49 2.4% 1 0.15

8 Web pages containing execution files 98.7% 79 1.3% 1 0.10

9 Shell script 100.0% 50 0.0% 0 0.15

10 img tag abnormal width and height values 100.0% 5 0.0% 0 0.05
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weight was added to the algorithms based on importance. If the calculated risk score reaches 60
and above in the experiment, it is considered detected. The results based on the malicious dis-
tribution pattern algorithm are shown in Table 6. Algorithms show high detection rates except for
the first, second, and third ones in Table 6. These three algorithms show a relatively high non-
detection rate because of the limitations in developing detection algorithms; there are various
ways of dissembling and reassembling character strings.

Figure 6 shows changes in the percentages of suspected web pages depending on thresholds.
The higher the threshold is set, the lower the risk rate of web pages is. In particular, the per-
centage sharply drops around 86 points. Thus, it is possible to analyze websites based on risk
importance using the proposed malicious script distribution patterns.

5 Conclusion

Although the distribution of malicious code exploiting the vulnerabilities of websites and web
browsers is recently increasing, the existing detection methods of malicious code do not consider
the characteristics of the web. There are two existing methods of malicious code detection: a
signature-based detection to identify malicious code and a behavior-based detection to track the
status changes on a website. The signature-based detection provides a high detection speed but is
not effective in detecting a zero-day attack, whereas the behavior-based detection is effective for
a zero-day attack but has slow detection speed. Therefore, a detection method in the consider-
ation of the characteristics of the web is required to effectively detect attacks on websites. This
paper proposed a method to detect the distribution and intermediate sites based on malicious
script distribution patterns. We extracted distribution patterns through the analysis and classi-
fication of common characteristics after analyzing the scripts of malicious distribution sites.
Whereas the existing detection method focuses on the execution of malicious code, the proposed
distribution pattern detection method uses the analysis of client scripts to consider the character-
istics of the web to improve the speed and capabilities of detection. As the number of incidents
where malicious distribution sites exploit the vulnerabilities of smart devices is growing,
research on malicious script distribution patterns for the mobile web is necessary in the future.
The purpose of this study is to introduce a system for detecting malware distributed through
websites. It is expected that this system will detect malware quickly and scientifically and grasp
the hidden purpose of the attackers. The advantage of this method is that it can detect patterns
quickly, but the downside is that it cannot detect new, unregistered malware.
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